NET PRICE SALE
many interesting new items
FINLAND COLLECTION

CANADA COLLECTIONS

These specialized collections would take
Catalog over $47,000 starting with
years to duplicate and they are offered
#1, contains many of the super scarce intact. Many of the varieties are not in
large teeth issues. Almost complete
any catalog and are worth much more
than we valued them for.
from 1900 to 2005.
Housed in three Lighthouse hingeless 1)1967-73 Centennial definitives. Just
about every variety you can think of. We
albums also comes with reference
don’t have the majority of these in stock
material and some Aaland stamps.
ourselves. 1¢-$1.00
Start a new collection or break it
Catalog $1922 Net $795.00
2) Postage Dues Fairly complete indown and make money on Ebay.
clucing many varieties and blocks. Both
Offered intact: $15,000
mint and used. Some extra stamps like
Beavers included as well.
Retail $855+ Net $395.00
Complete Set of Uncut Farley Sheets.
3) Fly spec collectors collection.
752-771
Mostly Canada from the 700’s –1000’s,
The nicest
set we have but some other issues included as well.
ever owned. Tagging errors, paper varieties, errors.
This would take years to put together at
Usually,
these sheets much more than the retail price.
have ragged Retail $2644+ Net $995.00
edges. This 4) 1972-77 Definitives. Perf varieties,
set does not. paper, tagging, precancel, etc. Again, this
would take many years to come close to
Nice &
duplicating. Retail $1265 Net $595.00
crisp
5) Wonderful collection starting at #1
includes many perf varieties on the early
issues and better issues throughout.
Reg $6875. New Super low price $4499 #1171ii is among the many varieties
found in this comprehensive collection.
We are pleased to continue this popular offer:
#16 damaged. Catalogue is $9944+
#2870 Recalled Legends of the West Sheet
Special price $2895
6) Another fly spec collection.
50% OFF RETAIL!
Mostly 1911-25 issues, but some misc.
BROOKMAN RETAIL $450.00
plate varieties from 1870, 1943. ImposONLY $225.00
sible to duplicate. Catalog $650+ (retail
in original Blue Post Office Folder
could be double or more).
Special price $295.00
Additional discount if you purchase all
of the above
7) Beaver collection
Canada #15
Fly Spec collection
containing states,
positions, re-entrys,
etc. almost ready to
be exhibited. 15
examples on covers (most purchased
through auctions). 95 stamps plated and
described plus 26 not completely plated.
Offered intact in 2 volumes including
notes. $2995.00

Don’t need the folder?
While they last $175 each

Want to decorate your mail with old
stamps and pay less than post office
prices? See page one for our offers.
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Great Britain Collections
Scott #33 almost complete plated
Collection. Some
collectors work
for years, or decades to plate this
fascinating stamp.
151 of 152
possible numbers
(The only missing
stamp is plate #77
(#75,126,128
don’t exist).
Retail value is $2300+ normal faults
should be expected. Special price for
this one-of-a-kind collection $849.00
#33 reconstruction of all letter positions. 320 stamps. Again, something
that would take a significant amount
of time to complete. All in one package. Retail $960. Many stamps with
faults. Special $295.00
MEXICO #1698 Complete Booklet
Columbus 500th anniversary

Catalog $300. Sold out at the stamp show.
We sell out of these each time we run them. We have
acquired more that we can offer at the same low price.

Challenger Space Shuttle Cover. Reg $39.00+
With the Space Shuttle Program behind
us, take the time to
add one of these very
desirable shuttle
covers to your
collection for the same
low price we offered in
2011.

Now $19.95
2 for $35.00

